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IN: What does this movie suggest
about a possible future?

Importance of
Biodiversity to
Humans

(think biotic and abiotic)

“Where must
we go, we who
wander this
wasteland, in
search of our
better selves.”

BIODIVERSITY ON EARTH
Earth is a complex interdependent system
of life forms, physical factors, and their
interactions .
Biodiversity is the life-support system
for our planet
The air we breathe , the water we drink
and the food we eat all depend on the Earth’s
rich biodiversity.

II. Ecosystem Services = processes by
which the environment produces resources

A. Provisional
Products obtained
from ecosystems

B. Regulating
Control of climate
and disease

Ecosystem
Services
C. Cultural
Spiritual and
recreational benefits

D. Supporting
Necessary for the
production of all
other ecosystems

I. Biodiversity occurs on
many scales.
B.
A.
C.
D.
Organisms
Earth has
Earth has a Earth has a
have
variety
diversity of
multitude
30-50
genes,
of
of
million functions &
interactions
ecosystems
species
behaviors

III. EXAMPLES OF ECOSYSTEM
SERVICES
Name some provisional services.

A. Provisional (provide)
a. Food (fish, animals, crops)
b. Raw materials
(skins, wood, rubber)

c. Air & water
d. Minerals
e. Medicines
f. Energy (hydropower, man-made
fuels)
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B. Regulating Services

Name some regulating services from the pictures.

a.

Store carbon

b.

Regulate climate

c.

Decompose & detoxify waste

d.

Purify water and air

e.

Control pests and disease

D.

E.

A.

B.

D.

C.

D. Supporting Service

Name some supporting
services from the pictures.

a. Cycle & move
nutrients
b. Pollinate
crops &
natural
vegetation
c. Provide
photosynthesis
d. Make &
fertilize soil

C. Cultural Services
a. Cultural (Using
nature in books, film,
painting, etc.)
b. Spiritual and
historical (Using
nature for religion or
traditions)
c. Recreational
experiences
(Ecotourism, outdoor
sports, parks, etc.)
d. Science and
education (Using
nature for school
trips, park tours and
scientific discovery)

IV. Human Impact on Biodiversity
A. The human population is
growing at an exponential
rate due to better sanitation,
medicine, and nutrition.
B. As the population grows, we
are exceeding the carrying
capacity of our planet.

C. Human activity is a major
cause of environmental
change and we are the prime
victims.

OUT: Public Service Announcement
(Answer the questions below to help create the

announcement you will turn in.)

Ecological Service Type: ____________?
•How does this service help maintain a healthy
environment?

STOP

•Why is this ecological service important?
•What would happen if this service was
eliminated?
•The announcement you turn in must include a
logo, poem, or catch phrase to represent your
ecological service.
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IN : Read the comic. Select the response you agree with.
Explain why you selected your response.

How is human activity causing
change to the environment?

.

A. Releasing one crayfish into the creek will have no
impact on the organisms that currently live there.
B. The crayfish will adapt to its environment or die because
nature works on the rule of “survival of the fittest.”
C. Introducing the crayfish to a new environment could have
a serious impact on the organisms that currently
live there.

I. Introduction: Environmental problems can
be from natural or anthropogenic causes.
A. Anthropogenic change – changes caused by

humans

B. Types of Anthropogenic Change (HIPPOC)
a. Habitat destruction

II. Habitat Destruction:
A. Loss – habitats converted
for other uses (houses,
roads, industry)

b. Invasive species
c. Population

B. Degradation - habitats
diminished so that
species no longer able to
survive

d. Pollution
e. Overexploitation
f. Climate change

C. Fragmentation - habitats
separated into patches or
islands

Human Activity

III. Invasive Species (Exotic)

Impacts

A. Accidental or intentional introduction
of a foreign species into an area
where it is not native
B. Competes and/or preys on native
species changing the ecosystem
C. Invasive species may “hybridize” with native
species changing the genes.

Quagga
mussels in
Lake Mead
Asian Carp

3 Types

New Guinea Flatworm, one of the
Worst Known Invasive Species,
Found in US 6/ 23, 2015
“The discovery of this species
in mainland America should
be considered very bad news
for biodiversity,” said
Professor Jean-Lou
Justine. “It is a predator of
land snails and of many other
invertebrates. It can
endanger existing
populations of rare and
threatened natural snails.”
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IV. Population
A. Population growth is the central cause of the
environmental crisis.
B. The world’s population presently grows by about
250,000 people per day.
C. Some countries put more stress on the environment
than others.

OUT: Watch video:

The 5 Worst Invasive Species in
the Florida Everglades
HTTP://TIME.COM/2970094/FLORIDA-WORST-INVASIVE-SPECIES

ANSWER IN YOUR NOTEBOOK

1. How were the snails, iguanas, and pythons
introduced to the Everglades?
https://www.you
tube.com/watch
?v=iOUf6Zqiwjk

2. What effect do pythons have on the
organisms that live in the Everglades?

Data Set:

Aliens in the Everglades
You will serve as a consultant to the National Park Service. You
will use your knowledge of invasive species and data
interpretation to develop a claim for the best approach to
manage the Burmese Python population in the Florida
Everglades.
You will consider the complex predator-prey relationships and
learn why this invasive species could damage the ecosystem
permanently. You will analyze data to determine which method
of eradication would be best and most effective.
You will need to consider the initial cost, cost of yearly
maintenance, the effect on the python population, the amount
of manpower it will take to implement the plan, and the affect
it might have on other species in the Everglades.

Method of Removal

Initial Cost

Locate nesting
sites and destroy
eggs

$500,000

Organized hunt
for 30 days with
bounty

$150,000 (for
bounties and
advertising)

Introduction of a
new predator

Annual Cost for
Maintenance

$500,000

$150,000

20% decrease

Manpower (how many
park rangers would be
required)
100 Rangers, 10
herpetologists, 5
veterinarians

5% decrease (a
previous hunt yielded
15 Rangers
68 pythons in 30 days)

$4.5 million

$2.5 million

45% decrease

$6.0 million

$2.0 million

15% decrease
(pythons are very
elusive animals and
difficult to locate)

$1.0 million

500,000

15% decrease

Sterilization

Open hunting
permits with no
bounty

Predicted Effect on
Python Population

Shows the number of
pythons removed from
the park and
neighboring areas
between 1995 and
2010. (Slight decrease in the
number of pythons captured in
2010 might be the result of a
severe freeze in January of that
year.)

Number
of Pythons

Year

Impact on Other
Species

Moderate, potentially
high if nesting sites
are misidentified

STOP

Minimal

75 Rangers, at least 12 of Very high- could
which are wildlife
potentially destroy
biologists
other species as well

50 Rangers, plus at least
12 veterinarians

15 Rangers, plus 2 fulltime public relations/
media liaisons

Minimal

Minimal
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Developing
Countries

Developed
Countries

Africa, India, China,
Indonesia

US, Canada, Europe,
Australia, Japan

• Has most of the
world’s population
• Has high growth
rate

• Greatest wealth

HTTPS://WWW.YOUTUBE.COM/WATCH?V
=XGUZDMPGNU0
HTTPS://WWW.YOUTUBE.COM/WATCH?V
=HC98FBMZW9O
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xgUZDMP
GNU0

• Uses most of the
resources
• Creates the most
pollution and waste

What contradiction does this data table show?

IN: What are the types of Anthropogenic Change
(HIPPOC)?
H
I
P
P
O
C

V. Pollution
A. Environmental
pollution is a
global problem.
B. People are
exposed in the air
and water, on
surfaces,
and in products.

In your opinion, which is the worst type? Why?

C. Biomagnification can occur.
a. Small amounts of
pollutants {metals,
fluoride, pesticides
(DDT),} become

VI. Overexploitation:
Using too many resources
A. Over hunting and
unregulated hunting
B. Poaching – illegal hunting

concentrated in
organisms near
the top of the food
chain.
b. Build up over time
causes disease.

C. Over-fishing – harvesting
faster than species can
reproduce
D. Bycatch – accidentally catching
marine species while catching
desired species

(cancer, birth defects,
blindness, brain
disorders)

E. Over-collecting for zoos,
pet stores, and research
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VII. Climate Change (Global Warming)
A. Human activity that changes the gases in the
atmosphere; referred to as global warming

B. This change is in addition to natural climate
variations observed over long time periods.

C. Natural Causes of Climate Change

d. Earth’s orbit varies

a. Volcanic eruptions that are large enough to affect
the climate (Mt. Pinatubo 1991; Mt Tambora,1815)
b. Ocean currents cause temperature variations
(El Ninos warm; deep ocean currents bring up cold
temperatures)

c. Solar flares and cycles

changes in
angle tilt

changes in
the orbit of
earth in the
ellipse

Name the anthropogenic causes.

D. Anthropogenic Causes of Climate Change
a. Increases in
greenhouse gases
b. Deforestation
c. Mining coal
d. Burning of fossil
fuels
e. Releasing waste
from industry
f. Agriculture
d.

e
.

a.
f.
b.

change in the
orientation of
the rotational
axis ; wobble

OUT: Complete the chart. Causes of Climate Change
NATURAL

ANTHROPOGENIC

1.

1.

2.

2.

3.

3.

4.

4.

Green House Effect

5.
6.

c
.

Color DIAGRAM. What is
causing the temperature
on earth to rise?
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ADD TO YOUR OUT:
Greenhouse
Effect

 Warming of the
Earth due to
greenhouse gases

(carbon dioxide, methane,
and water vapor) that trap

the heat that should
escape into the
atmosphere.
 It is a necessary
because it keeps
Earth at a habitable
temperature.

Global
Warming

Refers to the increase in
Earth’s average surface
temperature
In the past century it
has risen almost 1.3°F

NATURAL VS ANTHROPOGENIC CAUSES OF CLIMATE
CHANGE POSTER

Create a poster with diagrams of both natural
and human causes of climate change. Explain
what each activity does to change the climate.
• Set up your poster so that it shows which are
natural & which are anthropogenic causes.
• You will need 10 boxes (4 for natural causes
& 6 for anthropogenic causes)
• Diagrams must be colored.
• Do not spend too much time on the diagram.
• Your explanation of how the activity
causes climate change is most important.
• You may use your phone to RESEARCH
how the activity causes climate change.
• This is due at the end of the period.
• Put your name & period on the back of
your poster. This will be graded.

Example:
Anthropogenic Cause
Agriculture

Agriculture
contributes to climate
change by releasing
CO2 into the atmosphere
when forests are
converted into farm land.

IN: NURDLES Video:Quest for Ocean Domination
What is the Great Pacific Garbage Patch?
How did it form?

STOP

What is the effect of human activity on
the environment?
“

I. Effects of Anthropogenic Activities
A. Climate Change
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.
g.
h.
i.

Temperature
increases
Rise in sea level
Storms, flooding,
heavy rain
Contamination of
drinking water
Drought
Decline in crops
Acid rain and ocean
Ozone hole
Loss of Biodiversity

B. Overpopulation
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.

Pollution
More industry & agriculture
Deforestation
Overuse of land & resources
Increased sewage & waste
Diseases (diarrhea,
conjunctivitis, lice, hepatitis,
worms)
g. Health problems (asthma,
bronchitis, skin problems,
cancer)
h. Loss of Biodiversity
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II. What happens when we lose biodiversity?
A. Reduces ecosystem
services because
ecosystems can not
recover
B. Causes species to
lose genetic
variation and
increase or
decrease in number
C. Can cause
speciation or
extinction

C. Extinction = death of an entire species
a. Background Extinction = normal; usually affects
only one species at a time and takes longer
b. A balance between speciation and extinction
determines biodiversity
c. Mass Extinction = many species become extinct
in a short period of time (when > 50 % go extinct)
* Earth has had five

III. Speciation and Extinction
A. Speciation =
Two species arise from one
a. Populations become
isolated (migration, lava flow,
road, etc.)
b. Genes so different, they can
no longer reproduce (takes
100’s to millions of years)
B. Humans change genes by
a. artificial selection =
breeders select certain traits
b. genetic engineering =
manipulating DNA

d. Anthropogenic
activities lead to rapid
loss of species (1001000 times faster)
e. Endangered species =
heading towards
extinction
f. Scientists estimate
that 25 % of all species
could be extinct by 2050

Endangered species are an
ecological smoke alarm !

IV. Primary Causes of Species Extinction

Yes/No

MULE

Can you guess the top two?
NO

LIGER.

A. Habitat destruction (73%)
B. Invasive species (68%)
C. Pollution of habitat by Large Populations (38%)
D. Over-harvesting for economic value (15%)

Which of these can reproduce?
E.Hybridization = mixing genes
of different species (38% mostly
in plants)

PIZZLY

NO

ZORCE

YES

COYDOG

YES
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OUT: PART 1Tracking Coywolfs in New York City

OMG !!!

The world is currently in the middle of a
very pronounced and rapid mass extinction —
sometimes referred to as the 6th Great Mass
extinction. Though not all recent extinctions have
been caused by humans, MANY are the result of
human activity.
It has been estimated that if the current-rate
of “human-disruption of the biosphere” continues,
one-half of all of the world’s life-forms will be
extinct by 2100!

WATCH:

PART 2 HISTORY

OF THE COYWOLF

2. WHAT CAUSED WOLVES AND COYOTES TO HYBRIDIZE?

1. What does the existence of the coywolf suggest about species
on our planet?

Activity: Coydogs

and lynxcats and
prizzlies, oh my!

Thanks to human activity, native animals
and plants are expected to hybridize
more than ever.
Is this a problem — or a solution?
1. In your group, come up with
two pros and two cons of hybridization.
2. Then, come up with a new hybrid species.
Give it a name and tell what new
characteristics it has.

IN: WHY IS IT DIFFICULT TO DETERMINE EXACTLY
STOP

HOW MANY MASS EXTINCTIONS THERE HAVE
BEEN?
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Solutions to the Biodiversity Crisis
Are you a
pessimist
or an
optimist?

Do you believe we can
solve the planet’s
ecological crisis? Or, are
we doomed? Let’s vote

I. Finding Solutions: ULTIMATE GOAL:

A. Sustainability = living off the earth’s natural

resources without depleting or degrading ecological
services.

!!!!

B. Obstacle – people differ world-wide
on human needs/wants vs. the
health of the biosphere

II. Solutions:

C. Trade-offs must be negotiated = compromises
when balancing the risks and benefits of a solution
(giving up one thing in favor of another)
Example Problem:
Scientists want to protect a forest to prevent
extinction of a species vs. timber company that
wants to harvest trees for profit
Trade Off: Local Government: Persuaded
timber company to plant a tree farm
in an area already been cleared

B. Use “Green” Technologies and Build Ecocities

A. Local and Global
Government Laws
a. Use existing and new
laws and treaties to
prevent species
extinction & pollution
b. Provide incentives &
assistance for energy
efficiency & use of
renewable energy
c. Tax greenhouse gas
emissions

10 NEW AMAZING GREEN TECHNOLOGIES

Stockholm, Sweden

Curitiba, Brazil

Adelaide, Australia
Freiburg, Germany
Auroville, India
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C. Sustain Terrestrial and
Aquatic Biodiversity
a. Create parks and wildlife
reserves
b. Replenish trees as they
are cut down or lost
c. Limit grazing area of
livestock

D. Sustain Species
a. Stock gene banks
(freeze plant cuttings,
stock seeds, freeze
animal sperm and
eggs
b. Build more gardens,
zoos and aquariums
c. Continue genetic
engineering research
of endangered &
extinct species

B. Reduce Poverty
a. Educate & train a
workforce in
developing countries
b. Combat disease &
malnutrition globally
c. Invest and loan to
developing countries
for solar
power,
agriculture, &
building

Sheep grazing on plots
infested with invasive grass.

d. Monitor coasts and marine
fisheries
e. Make better choices
when eating fish
f. Preserve & restore wetlands
(swamps, bogs, estuaries)
and watersheds (land
surrounded by rivers,
lakes, and streams)

III. World-wide Scale Solutions
(Most Effective)

A. Slow population growth
a. Encourage family planning
b. Educate woman
c. Reduce poverty

EXAMPLE: NOT IMPOSSIBLE !!!!
Education, hard work, & discipline led
South Korea & Singapore out of
poverty in 20yrs; India & China on a
similar path
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IV. Solutions on a Personal Scale: Your 12 Step Plan
1. Reduce, reuse, recycle
2. Use water saving appliances
3. Reduce car use
4. Drive energy-efficient car
5. Walk, bike, carpool, take public transportation
6. Don’t use pesticides on your garden and lawn
7. Buy or grow organic foods
8. Buy locally grown food
9. Reduce meat consumption
10. Insulate your house
11. Use solar energy
12. Use energy-efficient heating, cooling, lights and
appliances

P68

We live in a moment of …
Human Innovation
Wealth and Health
Information Explosion

Be Determined!
Not defeated.

We can do it!

Gliese 832C:
Nearby Planet Is
'Most Earth Like'
Ever Discovered

OUT:

Located 16

light years
from Earth

To save our planet, what are the two most
important actions we can take world-wide ?

Diagram (quickly sketch) 2 actions
you will take to reduce the loss of
biodiversity?

HTTPS://PLAY.KAHOOT.IT/#/K/03971DE
A-5876-444E-ADA5-97B5D51B6352
https://play.kahoot.it/#/k/03971dea-5876-444e-ada597b5d51b6352

BYCATCH – SOUNDS FISHY TO ME
ENGAGE
Video : WWF Fishing Problems Bycatch
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KZcVf_b2v1o#t=68
http://www.seafoodwatch.org/ocean-issues/fishing-andfarming-methods
Shows different kinds of fishing methods; goes with
activity handout; one minute videos on different nets;
May not be time use next class before activity
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BYCATCH – SOUNDS FISHY TO ME

Summative video after designs complete….
http://ocean.si.edu/ocean-videos/reducing-bycatch

Overfishing after designs complete
https://vimeo.com/42619545

Research site for elaboration
http://www.seafoodwatch.org/
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